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We must stop time destroying o
our last
proof of the Holocaust

Final journey ... train tracks snake through Auschwitz concentration camp in southern Poland

By ANTONELLA LAZZERI
- a.lazzeri@the-sun.co.uk
a.lazzeri@the
09 April 2011
SHE found it tucked tightly into a shoe. A young child's maths
test hidden by a proud parent desperate to keep something he
could cherish.
Both father and child almost
ost certainly died at Auschwitz. The
paper is now carefully preserved among the 35,000 other
documents found at the concentration camp after it was
liberated by the Allies.
It was discovered by conservationist Paulina Scigaj, 25, as she
worked on cleaning some of the shoes - there are 110,000 -

looted from the millions of Jews and other prisoners sent to
Auschwitz by the Nazis during the Second World War.
Horrifyingly, 1.1million victims died there and at its satellite
camp, Birkenau.
Now gently holding a woman's red velvet stiletto, Paulina said:
"This job can be very emotional. Finding that test, thinking of
who that child was - it was very difficult.
"Cleaning the children's shoes and baby booties is the hardest.
Some of the women working here are mot
mothers."
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Auschwitz was opened as a memorial and museum in 1947.
Last year it attracted more visitors than ever before, nearly
1.4million, some coming from as far away as South Korea.
It will cost around £4million a year to preserve it. Dr Cywinski
wants to raise a fund of £104million. Governments all over the
world have donated but there is still a shortfall of £31.2million.
All the money will be spent on preserving Auschwitz for future
generations.

One of the 'curators of memories' ... Dr Piotr Cywinski
with The Sun's Antonella Lazzeri
Paulina is just one of around 50 people employed in
Auschwitz's Preservation Unit near the entrance to the camp in
Oswiecim, Poland. The iconic displays include shoes, suitcases,
spectacles, baby clothes and even artificial limbs.
But those items are, like the camp and the infamous gate
themselves, crumbling away with the passage of time.
Pawel Sawicki, who also works there, said: "Left alone they
would eventually crumble away like dust. It is vital we work to
preserve them. They are evidence of what happened here.
"The shoes, the spectacles - they are as important as the
buildings."
Aside from those on display, the experts have a huge number
of other items looted from the prisoners by the Nazis that also
need preserving.
They include pushchairs and family photos. Some of them will
eventually
become
exhibits.
One
thing
that
the
conservationists do not work on is the mass of hair - two tons
of it shaven from prisoners' heads - which is displayed in a
glass cabinet.
Over the years it has faded from brown, blonde and red to
grey.
Paulina said: "It is human remains. We do not touch it out of
respect to the victims. Eventually, it will turn to dust."

Gates of hell ... Auschwitz entrance bearing the chilling
Arbeit Macht Frei ('Work Makes You Free') slogan
Standing under the sign to the entrance of the camp - with its
foreboding message "Work Makes You Free" - Dr Piotr
Cywinski, the director of Auschwitz, said firmly: "We are the
curator of memories.
"Coming here is an experience like no other. This site has a
unique power. You can read about what happened here but
being here makes it very real."
Dr Cywinski added: "It is especially important to preserve it
for future generations.
"If we want to avoid new genocides we must make new
generations aware of the tragedy of Auschwitz. If there is
nothing here, memories will fade.
"The last survivors will eventually die. It is only this place
which will be left to tell their story."

Pitiful ... children wearing the camp's uniforms

Poignant ... glasses from Auschwitz victims collected by
the Nazis
In the labs the scientists work on saving all sorts of things,
from paintings done by prisoners on the walls to the pots and
pans and the meticulous hygiene records kept by the Nazis.
Sometimes the experts are helped by British conservation
students who work for weeks at a time.
The artefacts pose unique challenges. For the documents
alone, scientists had to identify 132 different types of ink and
how best to preserve them. It took three years to restore
them.

Tackling time ... scientist works on preserving artefacts
from the camp
The shoes have to be vacuumed to remove dust and insects,
then cleaned with a special soap and oiled if they are leather.
But they are never mended - nor are any of the other
artefacts.
Paulina said: "Our job is not to restore them to original
condition but as they were found after the camp was liberated.
We do not do a makeover. That would remove the authenticity
of things here."
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"We need to find a method of preserving what is there. Not
adding, not replacing."
Crematorium No2 at Birkenau - in which up to 2,000 people an
hour were gassed - was blown up by the Nazis as they fled the
camps. Pawel said: "Strangely, it is harder to preserve ruins
than buildings.
"A building has a roof to protect it from the elements. Here we
have injected the ground around the ruins with micropiles of
cement.

Moving ... Paulina Scigaj works to preserve victims'
shoes, like this red stiletto
Some of the shoes were ripped apart by the Nazis looking for
hidden precious jewellery, such as wedding rings. She added:
"We do not repair those, just clean them."
Walking around Birkenau - known as the extermination camp
because it is where most gassings were carried out - it is clear
to see what he means.
Out of 35 brick barracks only two are open to the public. And
they are in shocking condition.
Huge cracks run down walls, the cement floors are buckled,
the wooden pallets - on which up to seven prisoners slept side
by side - are disintegrating.
One of the few things remaining in good condition in the
barracks that housed more than 700 people at a time are the
slogans scrawled on the walls by the Nazis.
Messages including "Silence!", "Be Clean" and "One Louse is
Your Death!".
Pawel said: "At Birkenau nature is our enemy.
Just as much in danger of crumbling away are the buildings of
Auschwitz and Birkenau, which was known to the Nazis as
Auschwitz II. Dr Cywinski said: "If we do nothing than I fear
that within five years Birkenau will no longer exist. The
situation there is critical."
"The water level in the ground is very high. In winter it
freezes, then it thaws and makes the foundations move.
"The camp was built by starving prisoners. It was never
intended by the Germans that Auschwitz or Birkenau would be
permanent. It is something of a miracle that they still exist."
Some of the barracks walls and chimneys are shored up by
wooden batons as experts work out how they can be saved.
Pawel said: "We cannot simply rebuild and recreate. That
would be wrong.

Gone but not forgotten ... Jews arrive at the camp by
train Yad Vashem
"It makes the area more stable. It would not be right to simply
recreate the crematorium. People died here."
Many of the wooden barracks at the site have already
collapsed.
The gate tower - seen in so many Holocaust films - is also in
danger so now the number of visitors allowed to climb up it is
limited.
Aside from preserving the camps, the foundation money will
also be used to slightly change the focus of them. Pawel said:
"The museums were built by survivors who at the time did not
want to remember the perpetrators.
"But now we want to personalise them. There were 8,000 to
9,000 SS men who served here. We need to tell their stories,
alongside the victims. There were also 2,000 companies that
supplied these camps, like the builders of the crematoria. This
was a state-run institution. We need to illustrate that."
Pledging money to the foundation last year, Prime Minister
David Cameron said: "Auschwitz-Birkenau is a very powerful
reminder of the ultimate consequences of intolerance."
More than 60 years ago, the retreating Nazis tried to destroy
the camps - attempting to remove all the horrifying evidence
of the biggest mass murder in human history.
Now the experts at Auschwitz are locked in a battle to ensure
the ravages of time don't succeed where the Nazis failed.
Auschwitz survivor Henry Appel says they must win.
He added: "There is only one thing worse than Auschwitz itself
- and that is if the world forgets there was such a place."
http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/features/351
7839/Why-we-must-stop-time-destroying-our-lastproof-of-the-Holocaust.html

Shored-up ... wooden supports for a building at
Auschwitz

__________________________________

* THE MISSING LINK IN TRYING TO SAVE THE HOLOCAUST IS
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THE MISSING HOMICIDAL GAS CHAMBERS!
* WHERE IS THE MURDER WEAPON?
* WHERE IS THE WRITTEN HITLER ORDER THAT STARTED IT?
* THE MOST IMPORTANT THING:
WHY ARE WE NOT ALLOWED TO DEBATE THIS HISTORICAL EVENT?
* INSTEAD, THOSE WHO ASK QUESTIONS ARE LEGALLY PERSECUTED?
* WHY?

Ursula Haverbeck, a cheeky smile and 81 years of age, sentenced with her accomplice George Wiesholler, 91. They
distributed pamphlets at schools promoting the truth about German History. The Allies version of History must be
protected by law in Germany, as any critical examination soon exposes the ludicrousness of the gas-chamber story
and the 6 million lies surrounding it, that were fabricated after World War Two.

Pedro Varela Imprisoned in Spain for Selling Politically Incorrect Books!
Where are the so-called defenders of human rights?” Spain's political prisoner refuses to believe in censorship of
historical topics. Please watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZ6AiYAj8Uo

Please view: http://www.davidduke.com/index.php?s=Pedro+Varela&submit=go
Write a letter to:
Señor Pedro VARELA,
Centro penitenciario Brians 1, Apartado de Correos 1000,
MARTORELL- Codigo Postal 08760
BARCELONA, ESPANA.

_____________________________
The Ten Commandments of the “Holocaust” Religion
By Robert Faurisson, Friday, April 1, 2011
1. In thy head shalt thou have it: in the “Nazi” is embodied
absolute evil and in his Jewish victim absolute good. The Jew
shalt thou shower with tributes and offerings. The “Nazi” shalt
thou vilify and pursue unto the ends of the earth, unto the end
of time. Almshouses the whole world over shalt thou scour in

search of the last sickly nonagenarian Nazi. And having
tracked him down, thou and thine shalt threaten him with a
new trial. And on the morrow he will be found dead from
shock. Then with the sound of trumpets shalt thou make it
known, and all the media shall headline it: “Dead on the eve of
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his arrest, the Nazi war criminal escapes punishment”. And
unto your children thou shalt teach: “The death penalty is
wrong, save against a Nazi; there it is good, and call we for
more. Likewise for torture. Come, let us spit upon the graves
of the vanquished!” Amen.
2. The good word thou shalt carry abroad, announcing in all
directions that the people chosen by Yahweh, because it is the
best of all, hath, always and everywhere, been hated, hunted,
exterminated for no reason, all because of a planet-wide
conspiracy hatched since the dawn of time by men intrinsically
wicked against poor, intrinsically harmless Jews. Repeat after
me: “The womb is yet fertile whence the horrid beast did
spring.” In answer to criticisms of which the Jews are target,
go thou forth saying that the anti-Semites are stupid unto the
point of believing in a Jewish conspiracy. In reality, the least
stupid amongst them speak not of such things because they
do know conspiracies to be the resort of the weak; the Jews
are strong, and thus have not need of conspiracy; they hold
the terrain and have the whip hand. In France each year, their
mightiest organisation, the CRIF (“Representative Council of
Jewish Institutions in France”), conveneth nigh a thousand
“guests” in an opulent setting for a dinner whereat the most
senior political leaders of the nation do find themselves
harshly criticised for their inability to crack down on an antiSemitism described as omnipresent; instead of protesting, the
accused submit, acquiescence, thank their accusers and
promise to do more and better things for the Jews in the
coming year. In 2011 the President of the Republic [Nicolas
Sarkozy], the Prime Minister and fifteen other serving
ministers or secretaries of State all did come to dinner. And
the President, who is of Jewish origin, will complete his term in
2012, then will perhaps be replaced, if one may judge by the
way things do go, by a rich Jew [Dominique Strauss-Kahn]
married to an exceedingly rich Jewess [Anne Sinclair]; and
then, if it be not that Jew, it will be another one; in any case
the presidency of the French Republic shall become a Jewish
privilege. Amen.
3. With the eyes of faith shalt thou believe all the testimonies
of the countless “Holocaust” survivors; if, as ill luck may have
it, a testimony proveth to be outrageously false, thou shalt
respond saying that this doth not matter since, when a story
cometh from the heart, notions of truth and falsehood do no
longer count. Repeat after me: “I believe in the authenticity of
the Diary of Anne Frank, made – let us keep this between
ourselves – by her father, the former banker and foreign
currency trafficker Otto Heinrich Frank, who had become a
small manufacturer in Amsterdam, with, for the original
version in Dutch, the complicity of a Dutch serial writer (Isa
Cauvern) and, for the two German versions, the manipulations
of a German translator (Anneliese Schütz). I do believe in
Martin Gray, fake antiques dealer then seller of false memoirs
from the pen of polygraph Max Gallo, published under the
title For Those I Loved. I believe in Filip Müller, who did put
his name to the book Eyewitness Auschwitz: three
years in the gas chambers, hair-raising testimony written
by Helmut Freitag, republished in 1999 with a foreword by
Yehuda Bauer. I believe in the personal account of the “Wolf
Girl” as given in the book, followed by a film, of a woman of
Belgium who, during the war, did never leave Belgium. I
believe in Wilkomirski (real name: Grosjean), who never left
Switzerland. I do believe in the forthrightness of Elie Wiesel, in
the honesty of Simon Wiesenthal. I believe not, yea I curse
all historians of “the Holocaust” who, instead of tamely
repeating that there are countless proofs, rock solid, of the
existence of the magical “gas chambers”, have durst write, like

Jewish-American Professor Arno Mayer in 1988, that there
turneth out to be only “rare and unreliable” sources. Amen.
4. The revisionists thou shalt call “deniers”, and cowards label
them, for “they kill the dead”, even if that phrase meaneth
nothing. If a French revisionist sayeth unto thee: “Show me or
draw me your magical Nazi gas chamber,” thou shalt say: “It
must not be asked how, technically, such a mass murder was
possible; it was technically possible, since it happened.” This
“answer”, thirty-four academics and historians, Pierre VidalNaquet, Léon Poliakov and Fernand Braudel amongst
them, did admirably contrive in 1979. And when the American
revisionist Bradley Smith asketh thee: “Can you give me the
name of one person, with proof, who was killed in a gas
chamber at Auschwitz?”, and when he doth add that, if his
request seemeth misplaced, it behoveth thee to tell him why,
thou shalt answer with silence. Repeat after me: “They of the
French are right who have said that the question is not to be
put, and they the thousands of schoolmen worldwide are right
also, who have kept silent both on the scientific breakthroughs
owed to the deniers and on the routing defeats visited upon
the Raul Hilbergs, the Jean-Claude Pressacs, the Robert
Badinters and sundry others in the law-courts.” Amen.
5. With earnest heart shalt thou repeat after the American
Raul Hilberg, our Number One historian, that it is exact, as did
own Leon Poliakov, that in the archives of the Third Reich
there is, unfortunately, to be found not the least evidence that
the German authorities did envisage, organise and perpetrate
a concerted slaughter of the Jews. And echoing the words of
the same Raul Hilberg, thou shalt explain that “the Holocaust”
was prepared, elaborated and effected without any order
(either from Hitler or anyone else), plan, special agency,
without written instructions, budget, yea with nothing, but
spontaneously, through a phenomenon of collective creatio ex
nihilo that did happen in the vast German bureaucracy. Repeat
after me: “‘The Holocaust’ was prepared, elaborated and
effected by the vast German bureaucracy through ‘an
incredible meeting of minds, a consensus mind reading’, and
did come about as ‘a matter of spirit, of shared
comprehension, of consonance and synchronisation’”. Fail not
to render homage unto Professor Raul Hilberg for this
explanation which beareth the stamp of good Talmudic
sense. Amen.
6. In miracles and in millions of miraculous Jewish survivors
shalt thou believe. If thou wert told that at Lourdes one day
there happened a miracle, that on the morrow there were
noted ten miracles and, on the morrow thereafter, a hundred
miracles, thou wouldst burst with laughter, and rightly;
however if thou seest that, over time, the number of
miraculous survivors that do demand money keepeth
on growing, repeat after me: “In this regard, the more
miraculous survivors there be, the more firmly the miracle is
proved.” Thou shalt strike from thy mind the temptation to
quibble and to go and say: “If a Jewish survivor be living proof
of something, it is indeed that there was no extermination of
Jews; such a multitude of the miraculous is no longer a
miracle but rather the most obvious proof that the Germans
did have no policy of extermination of the Jews”. And when
these survivors were born at Auschwitz or were children at
Auschwitz, marvel at these miracles. Amen.
7. Before our relics shalt thou bow, and shalt make the goyim
bow. When making a pilgrimage to the holy places, such as
Auschwitz, the Golgotha of the great Jewish martyrdom
transformed into Barnum’s City of Humbug, thou wilt see
neither real gas chambers nor real ruins of gas chambers; at
Auschwitz-I thou wilt be shown, yea, a “gas chamber” but
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“Everything in it is false” (French historian Eric Conan in
1995). Thou wilt see masses of shoes, eyeglasses or hair said
to be “of the gassed”, or still, bars of soap supposedly made
from the fat of our Jewish brethren and sisters. Piously shalt
thou keep from your mind the idea that, in all the lands of
Europe at war, within the camps as without, scarcity,
shortages, naval blockades, the destruction by the
bombardments of the Allies did render necessary the recovery
of all kinds of materials, become rare, as well as their
mending, refurbishing or recycling, and that hair, for example,
was used in the textile industry. Thou shalt forget that the
bars of soap, after examination, have proved to be very
ordinary bars of soap. Thou shalt swallow all. And at the
Holocaust Memorial Museum, in Washington, thou shalt bow
before the best possible testimony to the existence of the
magical gas chambers: atop a heap of shoes more or less
hard-worn or recycled, in letters writ large canst thou
read: “We are the last witnesses”: yea, the shoes do speak. If,
in that vast museum bereft of any scientific representation of
whatsoever Nazi “gas chamber”, thou seest before thee
canisters of Zyklon B, with all thy strength shalt thou resist
the temptation to believe that the Germans employed them in
a normal use (that of a product, based on hydrocyanic acid,
invented by the learned Jew Haber around 1922 for to kill
vermin, especially lice, carriers of typhus); thou shalt have it
in thy head that the Germans did use them to kill Jews, yea,
for in all things it behoveth to bring judgment only in regard to
the Jews consubstantially doomed to extermination. As coin of
the realm – and it is befitting to say so – shalt thou accept the
phantasmagorical tales of our professional peddlers, male and
female, who make the rounds of the schools, colleges and
other places of learning of the goyim. Thou shalt know that in
the evocation of that past, Remembrance is superior to
history, the historical novel superior to scientific study, yea,
drama and fiction superior to lowly material reality. Have it in
thy head: the stomach of a believer is able to digest
stones. Amen.
8. To the pinnacle of the Temple of Jerusalem thou shalt carry
Father Patrick Desbois who, in the context of the association
Yad-In-Unum which he hath formed with Jewish counsellors,
hath developed the most staggering Holocaustic operation
imaginable. Sensing, justly, that the gas worketh not as
before, and that therefore it no longer behoveth to strive to
sell the magical chamber, he hath replaced the “Holocaust by
gas” first with the super-magical “Holocaust by bullets,” then
with the ultra-super-magical “Holocaust by suffocation.” Within
the “Holocaust by bullets” he had already, in June 2009, found
on part of the former “Eastern Front” more than 1,200
common graves containing more than a million corpses of
Jews killed by German bullets. Thou shalt not ask how
many common graves he hath dug open as he hath dug
open none. Thou shalt not insist to know how he hath
done his counting of corpses since he hath exhumed
none. Put thee here in the school of Talmudic
arithmetic, according to which nought + nought = more
than a million. Thou shalt not ask him how he hath done
his sums of bodies, bodies which no-one, starting with
him, hath seen or noticed. Thou shalt believe him on his
word. He is a hell of a holy man; yea, even amongst
historians who have come to criticise him, nary a one
dareth say that the emperor hath no clothes, that he is
naked as a worm, and that Father Desbois hath to his
credit strictly no discoveries of common graves, no
discoveries of bodies Jewish or not Jewish (except for a
few normally buried bodies, for example in the Jewish

cemetery of the Ukrainian town of Busk). In London, in
2006, “Rabbi Schlesinger, very old” did teach unto Father
Desbois that “the Jews assassinated by the Third Reich
were tsadiqim, ‘saints’, and that the plenitude of eternal life
had been granted them. Because of this, their burial places,
wherever situated – under a motorway or in a garden – should
be left intact so as not to disturb their rest” – The Holocaust
by bullets: a priest’s journey to uncover the truth
behind the murder of 1.5 million Jews. In the Ukraine and
in Galicia, lands of countless battles between Germans and
Russians during the Second World War, Father Desbois hath
had the surprise of discovering German bullet casings. He hath
been quick to reason that these be so much material proof
that Jewish civilians, yea only Jews, were slain by
bullets. Sagely doth he pronounce: “The Germans did not use
more than one bullet to kill a Jew. Three hundred cartridges,
300 bullets, 300 people executed here.” In holy poppycock
Father Desbois doth exceed the most cheeky apostles of all
time and of all the earth: homage be rendered to him. He hath
told us: well over six million Jews died. And when thou readst
his final chapter on the “Holocaust by suffocation” carried
out in the night with comforters or pillows and when thou so
beholdst this unknown Holocaust which is the very apex of the
spontaneous slaughter of the Jews, thou shalt hold back from
giggling and shalt say to thyself: “This is giant hog slop of the
sublimest kind. He would have us swallow it all, yea,
readily. Behold here how it behoveth to talk unto Christians,
those pigeons for plucking (in his boyhood, with his grandsire,
he did pluck and sell poultry in the French land of Bresse). He
doth deserve the Legion of Honour which Sarközy-Mallah hath
stuck upon him, and also the yellow carpet which is laid out
before him all over the world, and the hat-filled synagogues,
yea, and the honours of the Sorbonne with the backing
of Professor Edouard Husson. The Nobel sick-joke-and-tricks
prize awaiteth Father Desbois.” Amen.
9. In the name of Remembrance, ever shalt thou demand
more money and more warlike crusades against the new
Hitlers, who are legion with their weapons – in tinplate – of
mass destruction. Holocausts shalt thou demand, yea but
holocausts of goyim. Repeat after me: “We need money, more
money.” Or: “The more I wail, the more I get; the more I get,
the more I wail!” Or: “Wars, wars always and always more
wars! It’s good for the Shoah Business and Holocaust
Industry.” Jehovah, at your prayers, will halt the course of the
sun around the earth in order that the slaughter of the goyim
may go on for all the day. Jehovah will know His own. How
beautiful is the future thus ordered for us! Hail the compulsory
teaching of the Holocaust, beginning with the little children
and their “Simone Veil school case”! Hail the special
indoctrination of the gendarmes, policemen, judges, soldiers,
teachers, journalists! Hail the multiplication of Shoatic plaques
on buildings, on the front walls of schools, on monuments! Hail
the pilgrimages to Auschwitz with full charter planes and
coaches! Hail the blackmail to which so many institutions like
the French national railways and so many countries like
Switzerland have succumbed! Wanting at first to resist, some
of them have asked for justifications. And they have come to
grief for it! Quite rightly the rejoinder hath been made to them
that such anti-Semitic reflexes did aggravate their case and
that it behoved them forthwith, without any jabbering, to give
unto the blackmailers the sums that had been set. They bowed
down. They did pay cash on the nail. And this meaneth that
we shall return unto them in future to demand surplus of
“restitution, reparations, indemnities and compensation.” And
Germans whose parents were yet not even born in 1945 will
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give, at least until the year 2030, billions to Jews who are yet
not even come into the world. “Jewify or die”: that is the
watchword which must dictate all lines of conduct. To so
noble an ideal it behoveth them to sacrifice all, then, once
they shall have given all, those of their government shall be
ordered to give, yea even more. And certain of these goyim
may think: “It is not possible: they will – will they not? – stop
one day; they will in truth – will they not? – realise that they
do go too far.” That is when it shall behove us to go “farther
than too far.” And through our chutzpah, yea our unflappable
gall, we must dumfound the goy. Take thou the example of
France where, thanks to the understanding of Mr Guillaume
Pepy, SNCF chairman, each traveller who payeth the price of a
train ticket doth make thereby, unknowingly, his offering to
the most wealthy Baron Eric Rothschild, accredited guardian of
the Memory of the Shoah. Amen.
10. Thus shalt thou become worthy of those of us who, in the
year 1900, did find the goose that layeth the golden eggs
with the wondrous stroke of the Six Million. It is high time
to reveal it: as early as 1900, and perhaps even before that
year, certain Jews of New York did have, with Rabbi Stephen
Wise, the brilliant idea of a publicity campaign for to tout
the invariable and profitable refrain: “For our six million
brethren dying in Europe, give!” Making a speciality of the
printing of such pages, the New York Times through the
years of the 1900s, 1910s, 1920s, 1930s did repeat that
refrain. At first, the bloodthirsty villains designated by the
American Jews were the Russians, the Ukrainians, the
Tsars. In a second stage, the villains were the Poles and their
generals. In a third stage, in the 1930s, the Germans and
Hitler did become the target. And tides of money did flow to
feed propaganda which attained fabulous dimensions. Hatred
for that people of Jew-killers did grow. The great crusade
against Hitler loomed. Again one more propaganda effort,
more money for to spread the faith in democracy, yea also in
the Soviet democracy, and, lo, finally in 1941 the new war was
become worldwide. And much great Business was in the
offing. The United States must need join the dance alongside
Uncle Joe. The Americans did send across the two Oceans their
boys and their flying fortresses for to phosphorise civilians,
and to atomise Japanese cities (and since then, in latter times,
are gone forth to treat various other peoples most
democratically with napalm, agent orange, depleted
uranium). And the Holy Alliance of Roosevelt, Churchill and
Stalin did multiply pious and blood-red lies. Behold 1945: the
war is won. The curtain falleth. And at the trial of Nuremberg
is revealed that which will be the highlight of a show worthy of
Hollywood and of Broadway: this time the Six Million are no
longer “dying in Europe”, nay, but they are simply declared
dead, killed, yea annihilated. Still, how shall it come to pass
that the Nuremberg judges do endorse that figure of Six
Million Jews? That piercing number, the U.S. delegation,
whose membership is 75% Jewish (quoth Thomas J. Dodd,

chief prosecutor at Nuremberg in a private letter revealed in
2007), doth naturally have it in mind from all time. And a
providential solution doth arrive in the person of a German
prisoner threatened with consignment to the Hungarian
Communists, and who shall be blackmailed. In the last months
of the war, Lieutenant-Colonel Wilhelm Höttl, who was to be
excluded from the SS for embezzlement, did get into contact
with the Allies. And he was taken in hand by the “American”
team at Nuremberg, which did coddle him. And he did show a
remarkable zeal. One fine day, November 7, 1945, he signed
an affidavit stating that his colleague Eichmann had said, one
day in Budapest in August 1944, yea almost nine months
before the end of the war, that already two million Jews had
been exterminated in the East and four million in
“extermination camps” (Vernichtungslagern). The words of
Höttl – may this remain between ourselves – are absurd: they
contain – a sign of falsehood – an anachronism, yea, for
“Vernichtungslagern” is but the translation of the American
neologism “extermination camps,” dating from November
1944. In Jerusalem, in 1961, Eichmann, when questioned
about that statement by examining magistrate of Israel Avner
Less, was to speak of a “hotchpotch of muddles” (ein von
Sammelsurium Durcheinander) invented by Höttl and Höttl, in
turn, in 1987 was eventually to admit that no importance must
be accorded to such nonsense: Eichmann, said he, had
spoken under the effect of drunkenness, and suffered in
the face of Höttl an inferiority complex which did lead
him to exaggerate the facts and the figures. Happily, the
judges at Nuremberg proceeded so that never could the
defence examine Höttl and, to end, they did go so far as to
pronounce in their final judgment that the Germans had
exterminated
six
million
Jews
just
as
had
been
affirmed... by Eichmann in person! Good believer that thou
art, thou shalt honour the thousands of falsities so committed
by the judges and historians. Glory be rendered unto
them. For without them the entire edifice of the Great and
Pious lie of “the Holocaust” would come tumbling down. Thou
shalt make it a duty for the rest of thy days: yea, after the
example of those historians and those judges, it will behove
thee to say all, do all, invent all, that the edifice of our most
dear and holy “Holocaust”, already cracked and quaking, shall
not perish for ever. Jehovah will thank thee; otherwise, as in
the words of David, he will punish thee with the “sharp arrows
of the mighty, with coals of juniper”.
It may be, verily, that the delirium of lying and believing is as
catching as the itch. And what of it?! Let us contract that
itch. Let us take care to contaminate therewith, for the
present, six thousand millions of men and, for the generations
to come, yea many other thousands of millions still. Let us act
so that the crust of the earth shall be flayed thereby until the
end
of
time. Amen.
Certified accurate: Robert Faurisson, at last come to
repentance on April 1, 2011

_______________________________
U.S. Senate unanimously calls on U.N. to rescind Goldstone
By Ron Kampeas · April 15, 2011
WASHINGTON (JTA) -- The U.S. Senate unanimously approved
a resolution calling on the United Nations to rescind the
Goldstone report.
Sens. Kirsten Gillibrand (D-N.Y.) and James Risch (R-Idaho)
initiated the resolution last week after Richard Goldstone, a
South African judge, retracted a key conclusion of the U.N.
report he helped author on the 2009 Gaza war -- that Israel
had targeted civilians as a policy.

The resolution, passed Thursday night, "calls on the United
Nations Human Rights Council members to reflect the author’s
repudiation of the Goldstone report’s central findings, rescind
the report, and reconsider further Council actions with respect
to the report’s findings."
Similar legislation is now circulating in the U.S. House of
Representatives. Unlike the non-binding Senate resolution,
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those bills would tie U.N. funding to rescinsion of the
Goldstone report.
Goldstone has also said that much of the remainder of the
report still stands, such as Israel's alleged slowness in
prosecuting individuals accused of war crimes. His three fellow

committee members said they stand by the report in its
entirety.
http://www.jta.org/news/article/2011/04/15/3086892/senateunanimously-calls-for-goldstone-rescinsion

***

Western media lie about Syria– eyewitness reports
Nadezhda Kevorkova, RT, 29 April, 2011
While media reports paint a picture of the situation in Syria as

to disperse it? And how come nobody saw it except Reuters?

a mass public uprising brutally suppressed by the dictatorial

Five hundred people in the streets of Damascus are a large

government, the events are viewed in a totally different way

crowd. Reuters broadcast their material around the world,

by those living there.

including Russia. One source lies, and then this lie is like a

RT caught up with Anhar Kochneva, director of a Moscow-

snowball rolling downhill creating a fake reality, and picking up

based tourist firm specializing in the Middle East. She often

rumor and speculation.

travels to Syria, and stays in touch with hundreds of people in

People in Syria watch the footage. What do they see? A picture

the region. She shared what her contacts say about the

allegedly from Yemen. A picture allegedly from Egypt. A

unfolding unrest and who they blame for the spreading

picture allegedly from Syria. But the pictures all show people

violence.

dressed in the same fashion. People in Syria can tell their

RT: What’s happening in Syria? What have you seen? And that

fellow countrymen from their neighbors – both by their faces

are the Syrians saying?

and their clothes.

Anhar Kochneva: Not even once did I come across anyone

There are videos on the internet showing how amateur footage

who would in any way support these riots; and mind you, in

of the so-called riots is made. There's a parked car and

the line of my job, I deal with all sorts of people. There are

nothing’s going on around. And there's a man standing next to

many vehicles with the president’s portraits driving the streets

it throwing rocks. And people around are taking pictures.

throughout the country – ranging from old, barely moving

There are a lot of staged videos. A Lebanese can tell the

crankers to brand new Porsches and Hummers. You can't force

difference between footage taken in Lebanon and that taken in

people into hanging up portraits. It means that people,

Damascus at a glance. And they show footage from Tripoli, or

irrespective of their status and income, support the president

footage taken several years ago in Iraq, and say it is unrest in

rather than the rebellion. I saw quite a number of young

Syria.

people walking or driving around with Syrian flags. How can

There are many online forums for women in Arab countries.

you force a young person hanging out with friends to wave

Women share information following TV reports on ‘mass

flags? I think it's difficult too. If you understand the mentality

unrests’. Women write – what’s happening outside your

of the Syrians you can tell there is a sincere impulse from a

window? And they reply: we looked down from the balcony,

forced obligation.

and didn’t see anything that the TV was talking about.

On March 29, I saw a rally in Hama to support the president –

Presently, a lot of young unarmed policemen get killed. The

indeed, many thousands of men and women, with their

media propaganda immediately labels them as victims of the

children, and entire families went out. The streets were

regime. I repeat, policemen are unarmed. The Syrian police

flooded with people. It was quite a shock to see Al-Jazeera

are not too good with guns, because nothing like this has

presenting rallies in support of the president as if they were

happened here for a long time. But the killed rookies are

protests against him. It was just as surprising to see the

reported as either victims among the protestors, or as

Israeli websites post photos and videos of supporters' rallies

policemen who refused to shoot at their fellow countrymen,

with comments saying those were opponents of the regime.

depending on the editors’ preference. Goebbels’ words seem

There you have people holding portraits of Bashar al-Assad

to be true: the bigger the lie, the more easily they believe it.

and flags, and we’re told that these people are against him.

RT: But why are policemen dying if there are no mass

RT: The media reports mass anti-government rallies.

protests?

AK: There’s a powerful misinformation swell going on. On April

AK: Policemen die because they get shot by those who know

1, the media reported a large anti-governmental rally in

that they are unarmed.

Damascus. I was in Damascus on that day. This rally never

RT: Who shoots policemen?

happened – I didn’t see it, and neither did the locals.

AK: They talk a lot about it in Syria. Rumor has it that trained

On

April

16, Reuters

news

agency

wrote

that

50,000

commandos came across the border from Iraq. People in Syria

opponents of the regime took to the streets of Damascus, and

are well-aware that after the US occupied Iraq, they formed

that they had been dispersed with tear gas and batons.

special squads there. They were killing people, stirring up

Damascus’ residents realize that such a rally could not take

conflicts between the Shiite and Sunni communities, and

place in the city unnoticed. How many policemen would it take

between Muslims and Christians; they were blowing up
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streets, markets, mosques and churches. Those terrorist

several military officials had been brutally killed in Syria. Not

attacks targeted civilians rather than the occupying regime.

only were they attacked and shot dead, some victims of the

Not long ago, they caught three such commandos in the

attacks, including three teenage children of a Syrian general,

outskirts of Damascus, when they were randomly shooting at

who were in a car with him, were cut to pieces with sabres.

people. They turned out to be Iraqis.

Murders committed with a high degree of brutality are aimed

Syrian TV showed footage of somebody shooting at policemen

at intimidating the population. The news that children had

and passers-by from bushes and rooftops. They occasionally

been cut to pieces served that purpose quite well.

get caught, and they either turn out to be Iraqis, or they admit

RT: Media reports used to say that the riots started after the

that they were paid for it. Such militants were detained in

arrest in the city of Deraa, in southern Syria, of several

Deraa and Latakia. They had US-made weapons.

children writing anti-government slogans? Is it really so?

The

Lebanese

security

service

intercepted

several

cars

AK: All the children had been released very quickly. Moreover,

carrying weapons as they were coming into Lebanon. One

the government-owned Syrian newspapers published the

such car was stopped coming from Iraq. There were American

release orders.

weapons in those cars too. Also there are reports about

RT: Have the troops been brought into Deraa?

detained people who had large sums of money with them –

AK: Yes, troops are there. After an Islamic emirate had been

with US dollars. These people carried expensive satellite

proclaimed in Deraa, the local residents asked the government

phones that cannot be tapped by the Syrian security service.

for help. Troops have been brought in. I’ve just seen the

In Syria, it is no longer a secret to anyone that the Americans

videos. The demonstrators published them on the internet and

have an unhindered opportunity to recruit and train the

shortly after erased them. But people made copies. There are

commandos in Iraq, and then send them wherever they want.

soldiers, and people come to them and talk peacefully. Nobody

Hilary Clinton has already stated that if Syria cuts its

shoots anyone.

relations with Iran and withdraws its support for Hamas

RT: Is there a sentiment in Syria that if it gets rid of Hamas

and Hezbollah, the demonstrations would stop the next

support and the Palestinians and strike a peace deal with

day. They don't even bother to keep secret the hand

Israel, all the riots will end immediately?

instilling riots in Syria.

AK: No, there’s no such sentiment. There’s consolidation of

There’s plenty of evidence of foreign interference.

society. The people are sticking together because they see

Finally, people say protestors are brought in from afar for the

that

rallies. Those people speak and look differently from the

previously I never heard anything except pop music and the

locals. Nobody in the neighborhood knows them. Who rents

recital of the Koran on the radio when I rode in a taxi. Now,

the buses and finances the delivery of these people?

patriotic music is coming from all cars. When Bashar al-Assad

The

the

enemy

is

extremely

dangerous.

For

instance,

question stands.

was speaking on television, the people who were listening to

The former Syrian Vice-President Abdel Halim Khaddam had

him at the market applauded him. You cannot force people to

initiated the riots in the coastal regions. He had plundered half

applaud a president who speaks on television.

of the country. He was involved in corruption schemes and

RT: What has the public mood been in recent days?

finally fled to the West. It was he who tried to accuse Syrian
President

Bashar

al-Assad

of

assassinating

the

AK: People are afraid of going out. In some regions, people

former

risked their lives to record with a secret camera how

Lebanese Prime Minister Rafic Hariri. The Syrians firmly

unidentified persons sneaked into a car, moved off and started

believe that Sayed Hariri had personally given a villa to Abdel

shooting in all directions. This is how they are sowing panic in

Halim Khaddam for spreading this version of Rafic Hariri’s

residential areas.

murder. But when that version fell apart and was not

Bandits blocked a bridge on the road near the coast. Soon, the

confirmed, the villa was taken away. Today, those who shot at

military pushed them back. One of my Syrian contacts told

cars in Banias are shouting: “We don’t want Bashar. We want

me: “you don’t need many people to plunge the country into

Abdel Halim!” There are peaceful and cultured opposition

trouble.”

members in Banias who have been against al-Assad’s regime

Putting five people on a major road would be enough to

for many years. But they are shocked by what’s going on and

paralyze the whole area. People are unable to deliver

do not support Khaddam at all. They say: “He’s a thief. He

foodstuffs or reach hospitals. And the whole country is in

who stole most calls to fight corruption and thievery.”

shock because of a handful of bandits.

RT: What role are Syrian emigrants playing in the Syrian

Now, Syrian television is making live broadcasts from various

destabilization?

parts of Damascus and other cities for people to see how the

AK: It’s an open question. There was a leak claiming that Dan

situation is unfolding and how life is getting back to normal,

Feldman, Hillary Clinton’s special representative for the Middle

whatever the Western media show. It’s noteworthy that

East, met representatives of the Syrian opposition in Istanbul

bandits intentionally tried to rouse hatred among various

in mid-April and suggested the tactics for assassinations of

communities.

civil and military officials. In less than three days, on April 19,

particularly women, in an address to the residents of the

Recently, a sheikh was insulting the Druze,
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south. This video is being broadcast by the foreign media and

Kurdish population didn’t have it before for a number of

is advertized on the internet. Nothing like that ever happened

historical

in Syria before. Provocations failed in Damascus though

courses

attempts were made to set religious communities against each

governors have been dismissed. Unfortunately, in some cases

other. Provocateurs lack support in rural areas too – the

they were honest people. Like those who refused to free

sowing campaign has started there.

criminals from prison for bribes and had been targeted by

The most massive demonstrations in Dera gathered 500

smear campaigns in public for it.

people. But they say 450 people have been killed.

RT: Have the number of flights to Syria been cut?

RT: Has the government launched any reforms?

AK: There are no tickets for Syria. We wanted to dispatch a

reasons. The
for

women

in

government
northern

is

Syria.

opening

business

Many

provincial

AK: The government has lifted martial law and has allowed

group of tourists to Syria but there were no air tickets to

the staging of authorized rallies if permission for them is

Damascus for April 30. But Russians are not fleeing from

obtained five days ahead. Foreigners have been allowed to buy

Syria. I have full information about it for my job.

real estate. The Kurds have been granted citizenship. The

http://rt.com/news/syria-lies-interview/

_______________________________

*ANOTHER MYTH IS BORN – like in a soap opera the lead
character has been written out of the storyline*
US kills Osama bin Laden decade after 9/11 attacks
By KIMBERLY DOZIER and DAVID ESPO, Associated Press Kimberly Dozier And
David Espo, Associated Press – 14 mins ago [2 May 2011, AEST 2020 hours.]
WASHINGTON – Osama bin Laden, the face of global terrorism
and architect of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, was killed in a
firefight with elite American forces Monday, then quickly
buried at sea in a stunning finale to a furtive decade on the
run.
Long believed to be hiding in caves, bin Laden was tracked
down in a costly, custom-built hideout not far from a Pakistani
military academy.
"Justice has been done," President Barack Obama said in a
dramatic announcement at the White House while a crowd
cheered outside and hundreds more gathered at ground zero
in Manhattan to celebrate the news.
The military operation took mere minutes.
U.S. helicopters ferrying elite counter-terrorism troops into the
compound identified by the CIA as bin Laden's hideout — and
back out again in less than 40 minutes. Bin Laden was shot in
the head, officials said, after he and his bodyguards resisted
the assault.
Three adult males were also killed in the raid, including one of
bin Laden's sons, whom officials did not name. One of bin
Laden's sons, Hamza, is a senior member of al-Qaida. U.S.
officials also said one woman was killed when she was used as
a shield by a male combatant, and two other women were
injured.
The U.S. official who disclosed the burial at sea said it would
have been difficult to find a country willing to accept the
remains. Obama said the remains had been handled in
accordance with Islamic custom, which requires speedy burial.
"I heard a thundering sound, followed by heavy firing. Then
firing suddenly stopped. Then more thundering, then a big
blast," said Mohammad Haroon Rasheed, a resident of
Abbottobad, Pakistan, after the choppers had swooped in and
then out again.
Bin Laden's death marks a psychological triumph in a long
struggle that began with the Sept. 11 attacks, and seems
certain to give Obama a political lift. But its ultimate impact on
al-Qaida is less clear.

The greatest terrorist threat to the U.S. is now considered to
be the al-Qaida franchise in Yemen, far from al-Qaida's core in
Pakistan. The Yemen branch almost took down a U.S.-bound
airliner on Christmas 2009 and nearly detonated explosives
aboard two U.S. cargo planes last fall. Those operations were
carried out without any direct involvement from bin Laden.
Click image to see photos of Americans reacting to bin
Laden's death

AFP/Getty Images/Mario Tama
The few fiery minutes in Abbottobad followed years in which
U.S. officials struggled to piece together clues that ultimately
led to bin Laden, according to an account provided by senior
administration officials who spoke on condition of anonymity
because of the sensitivity of the operation.
Based on statements given by U.S. detainees since the 9/11
attacks, they said, intelligence officials have long known that
bin Laden trusted one al-Qaida courier in particular, and they
believed he might be living with him in hiding.
Four years ago, the United States learned the man's identity,
which officials did not disclose, and then about two years later,
they identified areas of Pakistan where he operated. Last
August, the man's residence was found, officials said.
"Intelligence analysis concluded that this compound was
custom built in 2005 to hide someone of significance," with
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walls as high as 18 feet and topped by barbed wire, according
to one official. Despite the compound's estimated $1 million
cost and two security gates, it had no phone or Internet
running into the house.
By mid-February, intelligence from multiple sources was clear
enough that Obama wanted to "pursue an aggressive course
of action," a senior administration official said. Over the next
two and a half months, the president led five meetings of the
National Security Council focused solely on whether bin Laden
was in that compound and, if so, how to get him, the official
said.
Obama made a decision to launch the operation on Friday,
shortly before flying to Alabama to inspect tornado damage,
and aides set to work on the details.
The president spent part of his Sunday on the golf course, but
cut his round short to return to the White House for a meeting
where he and top national security aides reviewed final
preparations for the raid.
Two hours later, Obama was told that bin Laden had been
tentatively identified.
CIA director Leon Panetta was directly in charge of the military
team during the operation, according to one official, and when
he and his aides received word at agency headquarters that
bin Laden had been killed, cheers broke out around the
conference room table.
Administration aides said the operation was so secretive that
no foreign officials were informed in advance, and only a small
circle inside the U.S. government was aware of what was
unfolding half a world away.
In his announcement, Obama said he had called Pakistani
President Zardari after the raid, and said it was "important to
note that our counter-terrorism cooperation with Pakistan
helped lead us to bin Laden and the compound where he was
hiding."
One senior administration told reporters, though, "we were
very concerned ... that he was inside Pakistan, but this is
something we're going to continue to work with the Pakistani
government on."
The compound is about 100 yards from a Pakistani military
academy, in a city that is home to three army regiments and
thousands of military personnel. Abbottabad is surrounded by
hills and with mountains in the distance.
Critics have long accused elements of Pakistan's security
establishment of protecting bin Laden, though Islamabad has
always denied it, and in a statement the foreign ministry said
his death showed the country's resolve in the battle against
terrorism.
Whatever the global repercussions, bin Laden's death marked
the end to a manhunt that consumed most of a decade that
began in the grim hours after bin Laden's hijackers flew planes
into the World Trade Center twin towers in Manhattan and the
Pentagon across the Potomac River from Washington. A fourth
plane was commandeered by passengers who overcame the
hijackers and forced the plane to crash in the Pennsylvania
countryside.
In all, nearly 3,000 were killed in the worst terror attacks on
American soil.
Former President George W. Bush, who was in office on the
day of the attacks, issued a written statement hailing bin
Laden's death as a momentous achievement. "The fight
against terror goes on, but tonight America has sent an
unmistakable message: No matter how long it takes, justice
will be done," he said.

http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20110502/ap_on_re_us/us_bin_l
aden

***

OSAMA BIN LADEN KILLED; ‘JUSTICE
HAS BEEN DONE’
[- and no-one believes this story - ed. AI]

The Washington Post

(AFP)
Philip Rucker, Scott Wilson and Anne E. Kornblut
U.S. forces kill longtime al-Qaeda leader Sunday at his
compound in Pakistan where he had been hiding since
at least last summer, President Obama says.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics

AP – President Barack Obama reads his
statement to photographers after making a
televised statement..

Obama: Al-Qaida head bin
Laden dead

In this April 1998 file photo, Osama bin Laden is
shown in Afghanistan. AP Photo

______________________
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F Töben asks: Why was dead Osama bin Laden shot on Holocaust Memorial Day?

________________________

Sirens bring Israel to standstill on Holocaust Day
ARON HELLER, AP foreign, Monday May 2 2011
Associated Press= JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel came to a standstill Monday morning with a two-minute siren heard
across the country as Israelis paid tribute to the 6 million Jews who perished during the Nazi Holocaust.
Pedestrians froze in their tracks, buses stopped on busy streets and cars pulled over on major highways — their
drivers standing on the roads with their heads bowed — in the annual ritual marking Holocaust Memorial Day.
In keeping with tradition, media carried somber music and numerous tales from the rapidly dwindling
number of Holocaust survivors that included some 200,000 elderly Israelis. But the melancholy nature
of the day was leavened by news that U.S. forces had killed terror mastermind Osama bin Laden just
hours before.
"This successful operation sends the important message that terror and evil will find no permanent shelter and will
eventually be destroyed, just as the Nazis decades before," Deputy Foreign Minister Danny Ayalon said in a
statement.
The Holocaust ended in 1945 with the Allied defeat of Nazi Germany. But the Nazi extermination of nearly a third
of the world's Jewish population remains a strong undercurrent in Israel.
At a ceremony Sunday night at the start of the sunset-to-sunset commemoration, Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu drew a parallel between the Nazis who sought to exterminate the Jewish people and Iran's talk of
Israel's destruction.
The most important lesson of the Holocaust is, "if someone threatens to destroy us, we must not ignore their
threats," Netanyahu said.
Following the midmorning air raid sirens, Israeli leaders and Holocaust survivors attended an official wreath-laying
ceremony at Yad Vashem, the country's national Holocaust memorial, in Jerusalem. Other ceremonies, prayers and
musical performances took place in schools, community centers and army bases.
The annual remembrance is one of the most solemn on Israel's calendar. Restaurants, cafes and places of
entertainment shut down, and radio and TV programming was dedicated almost exclusively to documentaries
about the Holocaust, interviews with survivors and somber music. The Israeli flag flew at half staff.
At the Israeli parliament, Netanyahu, President Shimon Peres and other officials read names of loved ones who
perished.
Peres recited the names of his family members killed "with 2,060 of their community members in the town of
Vishneva in August 1942," saying the "Nazis and their accomplices assembled the town's residents in the
synagogue that was made of wood and cruelly shot and burned them to death."
Netanyahu also recited the names of his wife's relatives who perished.
The reading is an annual rite known as "Every Person Has a Name" that tries to break down the 6 million number
into stories of individuals, families and communities destroyed during the war. It also aims to counter those who
claim the Holocaust did not happen. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/feedarticle/9625652
*******

Obama Gets Osama! Osama's 9 Lives!
Special Report by Adrian Salbuchi, 2 May 2011
Fredrick Töben comments: This is a splendid analysis; the soap opera continues with the main actor written out
of the script. Now they need a false flag incident to create a new scapegoat so as to hide this manufactured
narrative of terrorism, which replaced the worn out East-West/Capitalism vs international Communism death
dialectic and replaced it with a new death dialectic: freedom/democracy vs international terrorism. Usually internal
political implosions follow but the West is too decadent for its youth to seek truth as a liberation/maturing ideal.

Please view: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95BMEFTc-5k
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